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About This Game

Story:

The year is 1965 in an unknown country.

After the abrupt death of David Garcia's mother a decade ago, the young boy had nothing left: no relatives and no friends.
Luckily, he was quickly adopted by a rich couple and lived a life full of luxuries and peace.

However, for 11 years, the only thing in David's mind was his defunct mother and their lonely past together. One morning,
during his monthly visit to the graveyard where his mom rests, David meets an unknown woman who tells him what he was

waiting to hear for many years:

"David Garcia, do you want to meet your grandmother? Do you want to meet Remedios Garcia?"

Fueled by the desire to know more about his family's past, David trusts the woman's words and travels to the town where his
grandmother resides, Agapan. During four days, David ventures into the deep fog of the village with one clear goal in mind:

finding his grandmother. However, the ominous fog of Agapan hides many secrets waiting to be discovered.

Features:

- A solid 2-D narrative oriented experience taking place in Agapan, a mysterious village forgotten by time.
- Meet and interact with compelling characters and discover the power of an ancient deity... Huitzi.
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- Create your own path throughout the narrative with many decisions to make and more than a dozen ending variations to
experience.

- Immerse yourself in the narrative with illustrated dialogues, full-screen illustrations, and a complete original soundtrack.
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Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
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Kursed Studios
Publisher:
Kursed Studios
Release Date: 30 May, 2015
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Yeah no...
I've been walking around for an hour with doors that are either not marked and or nearly impossible to find; which are of the
locked 99% of the time anyway. I tried following the "quests" and found myself up against more locked doors again.

The developer doesn't appear to under the idea of what a game actually is.. In this game you'll sometimes have to wander around
and search for items without any clues. But the story is amazing. At first it's getting more and more mysterious but at the end
you start to figure things out. It has multiple endings, so it makes it good for multiple runs. The soundtrack is awesome too.. A
very good story-focused RPG. You travel to a mysterious village where you try to find your grandmother. Sounds like an easy
task, but it isn't. The village worships something else, so they're not the usual Christians with their ridiculous God. Village has
some people, all of them at least a tad interesting. And as I said, it's mostly story, and that story is good and well told. If you're
looking for a neat story RPG, then there you go.

Lil' Sucky Gameplay to go with the review.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qe7aolHbAHY. I am really enjoying this game so far. It's a story driven style game and
there's no fighting, which I really like. It's a nice break from the typical RPG's I usually play. I only got stuck once and looked
for a walkthrough of this game or something. There are no walkthroughs for this game! O.O There were a few video
walkthroughs on youtube but they all only covered a small portion of the beginning of the game. Anyways, I finally figured out
where I was supposed to go when I remembered that there's a small building on the back, right side of the church and after that
it was smooth sailing.

I'm not sure how many endings there are but the game description says 'over a dozen'. So far I've seen endings' C1, C2, D and
F1. The only thing that could make this game better would be the addition of trading cards and most definitely some
achievments. More specifically, ending related achievements to help you keep track of which endings you've unlocked and
which ones you have yet to see. Other than that it's a great game. I highly recommend it.. THIS is what right looks like, THIS is
how you make a RPG maker game!

What we have here is a beautiful story told with text, cutscene art and music, the use of all these is clearly done by a dev that
knows what he's doing. THIS is the gold standard for RPG maker games on Steam, I want to see more like this.

Pros
Artstyle
Story is very good
Music is perfect for the mood/feel of the game

Cons
Like any great RPG I just wish it was longer lol.. Who the ♥♥♥♥ thinks this is anything like To the Moon? It's most definitely
not! It's an unennding wave of "THIS DOOR IS LOCKED!" and nothing else. What a waste.. The creator of this game used
RPGMaker is a great way, also incorporating his own artwork to make it have a visual novel feel to it. No action, but the story
was gripping, :). This isn't as much of a game as it is more of a play through story. There is no challenge or threat of death other
than the story itself has. There are several diffrent endings depending on choices you make, I got four diffrent ones but it seems
like there are more. At first there is a lot of walking to find the main areas where events take place and once you have found
them all you can easly travel to each one. It may be hard to advance if you do not find all the events or items which are easy to
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miss. I was stuck on day two for a while because I was unable to notice an item on the floor near the clinic. Keep in mind this is
just for the story and doesnt have any real gameplay value.
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